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ABSTRACT
This paper briefly describes three Windkessel models and demonstrates application of
Matlab® for mathematical modelling and simulation experiments with the models.
Windkessel models are usually used to describe basic properties vascular bed and to study
relationships among hemodynamic variables in great vessels. Analysis of a systemic or
pulmonary arterial load described by parameters such as arterial compliance and peripheral
resistance, is important, for example, in quantifying the effects of vasodilator or
vasoconstrictor drugs. Also, a mathematical model of the relationship between blood pressure
and blood flow in the aorta and pulmonary artery can be useful, for example, in the design,
development and functional analysis of a mechanical heart and/or heart-lung machines. We
found that ascending aortic pressure could be predicted better from aortic flow by using the
four-element windkessel than by using the three-element windkessel or two-elment
windkessel. The root-mean-square errors were smaller for the four-element windkessel.
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INTRODUCTION

The first description of a Windkessel model was given by the German physiologist Otto
Frank in an article published in 1899 [1]. The model has been applied recently in studies of
chick embryo [2] and rat [3]. It expresses heart and systemic arterial system as a closed
hydraulic circuit comprising a water pump connected to a chamber. The circuit is filled with
water except for a pocket of air in the chamber. (Windkessel is a German word for airchamber.) As water is pumped into the chamber, the water both compresses the air in the
pocket and pushes water out of the chamber, back to the pump. The compressibility of the air
in the pocket simulates the elasticity and extensibility of the major artery, as blood is pumped
into it by the heart ventricle. This effect is commonly referred to as arterial compliance. The
resistance water encounters while leaving the Windkessel and flowing back to the pump,
simulates the resistance to flow encountered by the blood as it flows through the arterial tree
from the major arteries, to minor arteries, to arterioles, and to capillaries, due to decreasing
vessel diameter. This resistance to flow is commonly referred to as peripheral resistance.
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METHOD

Fig. 1. shows three basic Windkessel models (WM), that are used for modelling
hemodynamic state. The simplest model (Fig. 1a) is able to calculate only basic exponential
pressure curve determined only by values of diastolic and systolic pressure. The 4-element
model (Fig.4c) generates more accurate curves, but calculations are more complicated than
for the model in Fig.1a. When deciding which model is to be used it is necessary to take into
account several various criteria and rules as computational complexity of the model, required
shape of produced curve, etc. Assuming the ratio of blood pressure to blood volume in the
chamber constant and that the flow of fluid through the pipes connecting the air chamber to
the pump follows the Poiseuille's law and is proportional to the fluid pressure.

a)2WM

b)3WM
Fig. 1:

c)4WM

Three basic Windkessel models

2.1 THE TWO-ELEMENT WINDKESSEL MODEL
Figure 1a shows the 2-element WM that consists of parallel connection of resistor and
capacitor only. Resistor R represents total peripheral resistance and capacitor C stands for
compliance of veins. This simple model of arterial bed allows only a rough approximation to
real system. The model is described by following differential equation:
u (t )
du (t )
i1 (t ) =
+C
(1).
R
dt
2.2 THE THREE-ELEMENT WINDKESSEL MODEL
Another model of the circulatory system is a Broemser model, which was described by the
Swiss physiologists Ph. Broemser and Otto F. Ranke in an article published in 1930 [4]. It is
also known as the 3-element Windkessel model. In comparison with the 2-element WM this
model uses another resistive element in between the pump and the air-chamber to simulate
resistance to blood flow due to the aortic or pulmonary valve. The 3-element model (Fig. 1.b)
is usually exploited at studies of general characteristics of the arterial system. The differential
equation defining properties of the 3-element WM is as it follows:
u (t )
du (t )
i1 (t ) = C + C C
(2)
R
dt
2.3 THE FOUR-ELEMENT WINDKESSEL MODEL
The 4-elements model (Fig. 1.c) includes inductance L, which represents inertia of blood
flow (neglected in the 2- and 3- element WM). This model offers relatively good
approximation to real system. The model is defined by two differential equations:

duC (t )
1
1
uC (t ) + i1 (t )
=−
dt
RC
C
diL (t )
r
r
= − iL (t ) + i1 (t )
dt
L
L
3

(3)

EXPERIMENTS

We have built the three mentioned Windkessel models in MATLAB® and its
supplement SIMULINK. The input signal was used the flow of blood across aorta. This curve
can be divided to two parts. The first one represents the cardiac issue in systola and we can
approximate this part the curve by a sine wave. The second part of the input curve is equal to
zero, that is the circuit is disconnected from the current source (closed heart valve). Figure 2
depicts the input flow curve in case that the blood flow to the aorta and pulmonary artery is
2 π ⋅t 
τ ∈ 0, TS
/ I 0 * sin  T 
 S 
i (t ) =
given as:
\
τ ∈ TS , T
0

Fig. 2:
Tab. 1:

2 WM
3 WM
4 WM

Blood flow (I0=500ml, TS=0.3s, T=0.8s)

The values of normal human parameters of the Windkessel models
R

C

r

L

[mmHg.s.cm-3]

[cm3.mmHg-1.s2.cm-3]

[mmHg.s.cm-3]

[mmHg.s2.cm-3]

1

1

-

-

1
0.79
0.63
1
0.79
0.63

1
1.75
5.16
1
1.22
2.53

0.05
0.033
0.03
0.05
0.056
0.045

0.005
0.0051
0.0054

The parameters of normal blood flow in man and elements of WM (shows Tab. 1.) used
for the calculation were taken from Westerhof [5]. The values are - I0=500 ml, TS=0.3 s,
T=0.8 s.

Fig. 3:

Arterial pressure for three WM (a – measured pressure (solid line), b – 4WM
(dashed line), c – 3WM (dot line), d – 2WM (dot-and-dash line))

Figure 3 shows calculated blood pressure waveforms for different WMs. The two- and
the three- and the four-element windkessels were fitted in the time domain with use of aortic
flow as input and adjustment of the model parameters to minimize the root-mean-square
deviation between measured pressure and windkessel-predicted pressure. The residual sum of
squares (RSS) between windkessel-predicted (Pp) and measured (Pm) pressure was calculated
N
2
as follows: RSS = ∑1 (Pp − Pm ) , where N is the number of samples in the heart cycle studied.
The root-mean-square error (RMSE) of the pressure deviations was calculated as
follows: RMSE = RSS ( N − 1) . The curve b) gives best approximations for real system this
curve representative pressure of 4-element WM .
Tab. 2:

The values of RSS and RMSE
RSS [-]

RMSE [-]

2 WM

3.7956e+005

20.8037

3 WM

2.6436e+005

17.3619

4 WM

9.4692e+004

10.3910

When we need information only about values of systolic and diastolic pressure, we can
use the 2-element WM. On the other hand, if we need to know time dependency of blood
pressure, we have to use the 4-element WM. The arterial resistive properties are given mainly
by the small arteries and arterioles, and C is determined mainly by the elastic properties of the
large arteries, in particular of the aorta. The Windkessel models thus gave insight into a
contribution of different arterial properties to the heart load.
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CONCLUSION

The described models demonstrated how we can obtain pressure curves for the 2-, 3-,
and 4-element Windkessel models. It is a simple matter to obtain pressure curves for any
other differential model. Characteristics of the arterial system can usually be obtained from
the differentials equation and the input impedance of the arterial tree. The input impedance is
useful because it only requires the simultaneous measurements of the pressure and flow
waveforms at the ascending aorta to provide information regarding the interaction between
the proximal aorta and the peripheral vascular beds. Although distributed models can more
accurately predict the propagating pressure and flow waveforms and the input impedance,
they are generally more complex and time consuming for individual parameter identification
which often outweigh any additional information that can be obtained. We have shown that
the four-element windkessel model is able to fit ascending aortic pressure from flow well and
that the fit is better than other models. We made this decision on the basis of the RSS and
RMSE (see tab. 2).
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